
Release Notes for Version 7.0.3596 

App Feature Type Comments Settings/Required Changes 

SPOT AR Addition to Existing 
Feature 

As a SPOT user, I would like the 'View Statements' 
screen to have a column that will show the current 
billed amount. 
A "New" column has been added to the View Statements 
screen. This will have the new charges for the statement, 
which will be in addition to the existing "Total Due" column. 

 

SPOT AR Fix As a SPOT user, I would like to warn or prevent me from 
backdating an AR adjustment to a date before the last 
statement. 
A/R adjustments are now disallowed if the customer has an 
existing statement with a closing date later than the 
adjustment date. 

 

SPOT Assisted 
Assembly 

Fix The visual invoice was not showing on assisted assembly 
after an assembled or split order was complete even though 
Fast Racking was disabled. 

 

SPOT Assisted 
Assembly 

Change As a SPOT user, I would like assisted assembly 
'Remaining Pieces Due' option to only include pieces 
from 'Sites to Include' setting 
Assisted Assembly - Changed "Remaining Pieces Due" to 
use the stores checked in "Store Settings > Production 
Settings > Sites to Include". If this is undefined or blank, it 
will fall back to the previous set, which is the location(s) set 
in the processing step definition (Originating Account Node 
(Site), External Account Node (Site), All Account Nodes, 
etc). 

 

SPOT Assisted 
Assembly 

Fix As a SPOT user, I would like the 'Close' button to be 
disabled during a split being processed on assembly. 
Assisted Assembly - Disable the close button while 
processing orders and splits, so a user can't dismiss the 
view while it is working on changes to invoices. 

 

SPOT Cash Control Addition to Existing 
Feature 

As a SPOT user, I would like the new overnight drawer 
warning to have the option to be disabled. 
A "Workstation Settings > Cashier Settings > Notify On 
Open Drawer Sessions From Yesterday" setting has been 
added to govern the overnight drawer warning. 

Workstation Settings > Cashier Settings > 
Notify On Open Drawer Sessions From 
Yesterday 

SPOT Configuration Fix SPOT now ensures that any edit to a collection key (e.g., 
Price Table, Adjustment, Route, etc.) will be processed prior 
to right-clicking a different item in the tree. This sometimes 
caused settings to be named incorrectly. 

 

SPOT Conveyor Fix Fixed - HMC Conveyors - SPLIT at conveyor does not 
update data at other conveyors. 

 

SPOT Credit Cards Change Fixed an issue that caused credit cards from 
CustomerConnect requests to fail decryption.  

 



SPOT Credit Cards Change As a SPOT/TSYS User, I would like to disable swiping 
credit cards in the customer view, or entering them by 
keyboard. 
When both CC tokens and "External Terminals" are 
enabled, the system will no longer accept credit card entries 
in the customer view. The "Retrieve CC Token" button must 
be used, which will cause the terminal to prompt for the CC 
information. 
 
Also added a button to "Clear CCOF Entry", so the card 
entry may be purged as necessary. 

 

SPOT Credit Cards Fix Non-ASCII characters will be exchanged (for ".") within the 
CC module. 

 

SPOT Customer View Fix Entering an email address that includes an apostrophe in 
Customer View caused an error when the customer was 
saved. 

 

SPOT Customer View Change The message that appears when a clerk attempts a route 
assignment for a customer from a store with no routes has 
been changed to make it more clear. 

 

SPOT General Change Increased the resolution of the Rewards barcode to improve 
scanning.  

 

SPOT General Change Fixes and improvements to resolve database contention 
when Assisted Assembly is under heavy load with multiple 
bays. 

 

SPOT General Fix Hosted versions of SPOT.Kiosk were not marking orders as 
Sold after they had been picked up. 

 

SPOT General Fix FIXED - The Lost Tuna report was excluding route 
customers in some cases. 

 

SPOT General Change CC - System will now log the SPWorkstationID as a member 
of the card processing log. 

 

SPOT General Fix Sometimes the Home Page would not redraw the screen 
properly after saving settings if SPOT is maximized on a 
high-dpi monitor. 

 

SPOT General Addition to Existing 
Feature 

As a new SPOT customer in Germany, I would like the 
Germany locality supported in SPOT 
Added Germany as a locality in SPOT. 

 

SPOT Gift Cards Fix As a SPOT user, I would like Gift Cards to be support 
resetting encryption functionality 
Fixed - Gift Cards will (re)encrypt with the "Reset CC 
Encryption" function. 

 

SPOT Gift Cards Change As a SPOT user, I would like the ability to associate a 
gift card to a specific customer. 
Gift Cards - Added an option to associate a gift card to a 
customer. There is a check-box during "Sell", and a menu 

 



option for existing cards. This menu option may also be 
used to "Clear Assignment". 

SPOT Home Page Fix The SPOT Home Page was not refreshing certain screen 
elements when resized to its smallest size on certain 
monitors. 

 

SPOT Hotels Fix It was possible for a hotel order detailed on one workstation 
to lose its hotel discount if another workstation was detailing 
an order for the same hotel customer at the same time. 

 

SPOT Localities Addition to Existing 
Feature 

As a SPOT user, I would like to use 2 countries' address 
systems at the same time. 
SPOT now has the ability to save customers that reside in a 
different country (if the store is located near an international 
border). 

Store Settings > Customer Settings > 
Secondary Customer Locality 

SPOT Mapping Fix Verify Address on Customer View was crashing in certain 
cases when using Google Maps v3. 

 

SPOT Pickup Addition to Existing 
Feature 

As a SPOT user, I would like the pickup screen to lock 
the drawer when pickup is already in process. 
Operation locks have been added for the Drawer Checkin 
and Drawer Checkout functions, so that clerks cannot use 
those functions if another workstation (perhaps logged in as 
the same workstation) is currently performing either the 
same function or Order Pickup. 

 

SPOT Pricing Fix High piece count route or hotel orders that were manually 
split were being charged for too much in the Post Orders 
screen because the enviro charge was being added to the 
balance multiple times. 

 

SPOT Printing Fix If the clerk was using the "Standard" markin screen and 
used the "Split" button to create multiple orders, then 
selected the "Prepay" button, the last invoice created was 
not marked for the Prepay action, and would not print after 
finishing the Prepay operation. 

 

SPOT Printing Addition to Existing 
Feature 

As a SPOT user, I would like an evaluate line option for 
VIP on the visit printout. 
A token for the customer VIP field has been added to the 
Detail Visit document template. 

 

SPOT Process Steps Fix Orders in a "Closed-Paid" processing step may no longer be 
scanned into an "In Process" processing step. 

 

SPOT Reports Fix The "Employee Activity", "Daily Production", "Daily 
Production - Commission", "Daily Production - Commission - 
Flat Rate" reports were getting an error in localities with dd-
mm-yy date formats. 

 

SPOT Reports Fix Racking an order in SPOT after it had been assigned to a 
locker was not clearing the locker assignment. 

 

SPOT Reports Fix The Employee Production report was combining data for  



clerks who worked at multiple stores into a single store. 

SPOT Reports Fix The "Daily Report" was returning a conversion error in some 
non-U.S. localities. 

 

SPOT Reports Addition to Existing 
Feature 

ADDED - Customer Email Address to the "Top 20% 
Customers by Sales" report. 

 

SPOT Reports Fix FIXED - The Tender Analysis by Store report was excluding 
Payins/Payouts. 

 

SPOT Reports Change As a SPOT user, I would like the 'Daily Snapshot' report 
to be available for report queue. 
The "Daily Snapshot" report is now able to be added to a 
Reports Queue scheduled task. 

 

SPOT Reports Change The descriptions of "New Customers" and "Marketing 
Summary" reports have been modified, making clear that the 
former includes customers with no activity and the latter 
excludes customers with no activity. 

 

SPOT Reports New Feature An "Inventory Summary (By Item)" report has been added to 
the Inventory folder of Reports Gallery. 

 

SPOT Reports Fix As a SPOT user, I would like the 'Cashout Summary (By 
Date)' to have the 'Cash Count Detail' section removed. 
The "Cashout Summary (By Date)" report will no longer 
display the meaningless drawer count fields. 

 

SPOT Restoration Fix As a SPOT user, I would like assisted assembly to 
honor the original mark-in date on splits. 
Updated SPLIT code to retain the originating user info, 
workstation info, and visit/created/invoiced/inprocess 
date/times. 

 

SPOT Rewards Fix Cannot perform an order pickup in certain situations if a 
cash credit-based reward is redeemed. 

 

SPOT Routes Fix SPOTMap - Route by Manifest - Fixed issue where this was 
not mapping the store or route. 

 

SPOT Search Fix Swiping customer ID cards in the lookup screen was not 
working properly. 

 

SPOT Search Change Improved initial load time for customer lookup (particularly 
for large resultsets). 

 

SPOT Search Change As a SPOT user, I would like tokenized cards to not 
popup as expired (DM only). 
Tokenized credit cards will no longer warn the user if their 
expiration date has passed, and the user will not be able to 
edit their expiration date. 

 

SPOT Search Addition to Existing 
Feature 

As a SPOT user, I would like to search orders with the 
last 4 digits of the original invoice number 
Searching on the original invoice number in the Invoice 
Search screen will now allow the user to search on the last x 
characters only by using an asterisk (i.e., '*456'). 

 



SPOT Setup Fix Price Table utility will skip entries in the price table that are 
for whatever reason unreadable. Previously, an entry with a 
problem could cause SPOT to crash. 

 

SPOT Splitting Fix Splitting an item then restoring it in the Split Items screen 
was causing a crash. 

 

SPOT Utilities Fix Imported customer fields, if too long for database, will now 
trim to size. Name, address, etc fields will also trim 
whitespace as they save. 

 

Dashboard General Fix Updated JQuery-UI file references to the newest version.  

Dashboard General Change As a Dashboard user, I would like to be able to specify 
the time range for Daily Production 
widgets/graphs/reports. 
Daily Production Widget and Production graphs now have 
settings for the beginning and ending hours to display. The 
Daily Production report now shows all 24 hours. 

 

OTS General Change As an OTS user, I would like new tokens 
Added new tokens: 
@CompanyBillingName 
@CompanyBillingEmail 
@CompanyBillingPhone 
 
@CompanyOfficeName 
@CompanyOfficeEmail 
@CompanyOfficePhone 

Setup > Location Information > Company > 
Contacts: 
Add entry with Title/Role set to Billing or 
Office.  

 


